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Controladora Mabe’s Baa3 ratings incorporate its position as a leading manufacturer and
distributor of major appliances, its geographic diversification with an extensive distribution
network throughout America, and its broad product portfolio with luxury and mainstream
brands. Mabe’s credit profile is also supported by its long-term agreement to produce and
sell ranges, refrigerators and laundry products to General Electric Company (Baa1 negative)
Appliances in the US and its adequate credit metrics. On the other hand, the rating is
constrained by Mabe's exposure to commodity prices and foreign exchange rate volatility,
event risk from its strategy to grow through acquisitions, the highly competitive environment
in its territories of operation, and the cyclicality of white-line products.
Exhibit 1

Please see the ratings section at the end of this report
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Credit strengths
» Broad product portfolio, with an ample distribution network
» Strong market position in its largest regions of operation
» Prudent financial policies in line with the rating category
» Track record of positive free cash flow (FCF) generation

Credit challenges
» Exposure to commodity price and currency volatility
» Competitive nature of the major appliance industry across its territories of operation
» Cyclical business exposed to economic downturns and slowdowns

Rating outlook
The stable outlook reflects Mabe’s strong recovery from the impact of the Covid-19 outbreak and our expectation that the company’s
operation and credit metrics will remain solid over the next 12-18 months.

Factors that could lead to an upgrade
» The ratings could be upgraded if the company improves its profitability while maintaining strong interest coverage with adj. EBIT/
Interest expense above 5.0x and leverage (adj. debt/EBITDA) below 2.5x.
» To be considered for an upgrade, the company should also keep its long-term contract to produce GE products for the US market
while posting robust liquidity and cash generation.

Factors that could lead to a downgrade
» The ratings could be downgraded if adj. debt/EBITDA remains above 3.0x for a prolonged period of time.
» A deterioration on Mabe's profitability, liquidity or credit metrics could trigger a downgrade.
» A change in Mabe’s long-term contract to produce GE products that could jeopardize its relevance for GE’s US market could also
result in a downgrade.

Key indicators
Controladora Mabe, S.A. de C.V.
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This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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Profile
Based in Mexico City, Mexico, Controladora Mabe, S.A. de C.V. (Mabe) is a Mexican manufacturer and distributor of refrigerators,
ranges, dryers and washing machines and distributor of built-in ovens and hoods, water coolers, dryers, dishwashers, microwave ovens
and related parts and components. The company is currently 51.6% owned by Mexican shareholders (Berrondo and Saiz families) and
by Haier Group (Haier, 48.4%). As of the twelve months ended September 30, 2020, the company reported revenue of $3.1 billion and
total assets of $2.6 billion.

Detailed credit considerations
Geographic diversification with distribution channels throughout America
Mabe's largest markets are the United States of America (Aaa stable), Mexico (Baa1 negative), and Canada (Aaa stable) which together
account for 73% of consolidated sales. The company will benefit from the expected economic recovery in its main territories of
operation. Accordingly, we estimate that in 2021 the US economy will grow by 4.2%, Canada’s GDP will rise 5.0%, and Mexico's GDP
will increase by 3.5% in 2021.
Historically, the company has expanded both organically and through M&As since the late 1980s, and it currently operates in the US,
Mexico, Canada, the Andean region (Colombia, Peru, Chile and Ecuador), Central America (Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa
Rica, Panama, Dominican Republic and El Salvador) and Argentina. Mabe has over 4,000 customers between large retailers and momand-pop stores. The company's strong relationship with leading distributors throughout the region supports its leading market position.
In Mexico, the company typically markets and distributes directly to its customers (department or specialty stores) and also sells to
wholesalers, such as Liverpool, Famsa, Walmart and Coppel.
Exhibit 3
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Mabe's top line to remain strong in 2021 because of better prospects in the countries where operates
Our 2021 outlook for consumer durables in the US is stable as we expect a strong recovery in operating profit of the companies in
the sector. The housing market will remain resilient, benefiting home products while cost-cutting initiatives will continue to mitigate
recessionary pressures.
We expect Mabe's top line and profitability to remain strong in 2021 because of better economic prospects and consumer sentiment.
Mabe’s profitability and credit metrics improved since the 2nd half of 2020. Mabe’s debt/EBITDA, as adjusted by Moody’s, declined to
2.3x as of September 31, 2020, down from 3.2x as of March 31, 2020. We estimate Mabe’s leverage declined towards 2.0x by yearend 2020 as the company’s EBITDA continued to increase while paying down around $163 million in debt. In addition, Mabe's strategy
to reduce its debt in the next few years will improve its leverage. In June 2019, the company obtained a five-year $150 million term
loan, which it used to refinance its existing debt and started to amortize in 2020. As a result, the company's leverage will improve in
the following years from a debt reduction of around $40 million per year.
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Mabe is a major manufacturer of GE appliances for the US market
In 1987, the company entered a joint venture with GE to manufacture and sell domestically and export GE gas range products, as
well as other products. In June 2016, Haier acquired the GE Appliances business from GE and, currently, Haier owns a 48.4% stake
in Mabe. Mabe manufactures 30-inch free-standing gas ranges, as well as low-end and mid-end 30-inch standing electrical ranges
sold under the GE brand in the US. The company has an export agreement with GE/Haier to manufacture and sell finished white-line
products to GE for sale in the US and Canada. Mabe also holds a distribution agreement with GE, under which Mabe is the exclusive
distributor of all products bearing the GE brand name in Mexico, South America and Canada. We view this long-term agreement as
credit positive because it allows the company to maintain a stable revenue stream in the US market and a source of hard currency that
partly mitigates foreign-exchange risk.
Strong brand recognition and ample product portfolio
Mabe manufactures and distributes refrigerators, ranges, dryers, laundry centers and washing machines, and distributes built-in ovens
and hoods, air conditioners, water coolers, dishwashers, microwave ovens and related parts and components. Mabe sells its products
under luxury and mainstream brands, targeting several socioeconomic levels. In the US, the company’s products are sold under various
GE brand names, while in Canada, its products are sold under the GE, Hotpoint and Moffat brand names. In Mexico and South America,
the company sells its high-end white-line products under the GE Profile, Monogram and ioMabe brand names, middle-market whiteline products under the Mabe brand name, and mid- and low-end products under local brand names, such as IEM and Easy (Mexico),
Durex (Ecuador), Centrales (Colombia), Patrick (Argentina), and Cetron and Atlas (Central America).
Exhibit 5
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Mabe's profitability can also be hampered by commodity price and foreign-exchange rate volatility
Mabe's pricing structure for sales to GE Appliances in the US, at a cost-plus price plus a predetermined margin, allows it to maintain
relatively stable profitability. Nevertheless, the company is still vulnerable to steel price and foreign-exchange rate volatility. Steel is
Mabe's most relevant raw material component, accounting for around 22% of its costs, which exposes the company to volatile steel
prices and foreign-exchange fluctuations because steel prices are denominated in US dollars.

Environmental, social and governance considerations
Environmental and social
We regard the coronavirus outbreak as a social risk under our ESG framework, given the substantial implications for public health and
safety. Mabe seeks to comply with stringent environmental standards. Most of its operations in Mexico have been certified as clean
industry by the Mexican Environmental Protection Agency.
Mabe is committed to the well-being of households throughout the world, creating products with cutting-edge technology that meet
the highest international standards in terms of quality, energy and protection of the environment.
Many of Mabe’s products are certified as energy-efficient appliances, as part of the company’s efforts to counter climate change. Mabe
adds sustainable features to its products to reduce the impact on the environment for the benefit of the society. In addition, Mabe
builds and strengthens the strategic partnerships that allow it to maximize the impact of its efforts on a global scale.
Governance
Mabe is a private company owned by a group of Mexican shareholders with a 52% stake, and the remaining belongs to the Qingdao
Haier family.
Mabe is managed by a board of directors that sets policies and reports its annual results to the shareholders. The board of directors
currently consists of nine members: five appointed by Mexican shareholders and four appointed by GE Appliances, a Haier company. All
major decisions must be approved by GE Appliances and the Mexican shareholders. The board is responsible for setting the company's
long-term strategies and objectives.
The board has delegated certain operational, financial and compliance activities to specialized committees with the objective of
securing the long-term success of Mabe.

Liquidity analysis
Mabe has a strong liquidity profile. Mabe reported cash on hand of $203 million as of September 31, 2020 that covered 3.3x its shortterm debt. In addition, Mabe has around $440 million in advised credit facilities to support its working capital requirements. Mabe has
consistently generated positive free cash flow (defined as cash from operations minus dividends minus capex) in 2015-2019 and over
the twelve months ended September 31, 2020. While the company will rise its capex to around $160 million in 2021, to finance the
increase in installed capacity, we estimate that it will continue to post positive free cash flow in 2021-22.
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Methodology and scorecard

Consumer Durables Industry Scorecard
Factor 1 : Scale (20%)
a) Total Sales (USD Billion)

Current
LTM 9/30/2020
Measure

Score

Moody's 12-18 Month Forward View
As of Jan-21
Measure
Score

$3.11

Ba

$3.39

Ba

a) Competitive Position

Baa

Baa

Baa

Baa

b) Brand Strength

Baa

Baa

Baa

Baa

6.8%

Caa

5.7%

Caa

a) Debt / EBITDA

2.3x

Baa

1.9x

A

b) RCF / Net Debt

46%

A

55%

Aa

c) EBIT / Interest Expense

4.9x

Baa

4.1x

Baa

A

A

A

A

Factor 2 : Business Profile (25%)

Factor 3 : Profitability (5%)
a) EBIT Margin
Factor 4 : Leverage and Coverage (35%)

Factor 5 : Financial Policy (15%)
a) Financial Policy
Rating:
a) Scorecard-Indicated Outcome

Baa2

b) Actual Rating Assigned

Baa2
Baa3

All figures and ratios are calculated using Moody’s estimates and standard adjustments. Moody's Forecasts (f) or Projections (proj.) are Moody's opinion and do not represent the views of
the issuer. Periods are financial year-end unless indicated. LTM = Last 12 months.
Sources: Moody’s Financial Metrics™ and Moody's Investors Service (estimates)

Ratings
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